Roles of capsaicin-sensitive primary afferents in differential rat models of inflammatory pain: a systematic comparative study in conscious rats.
To characterize the role of capsaicin-sensitive primary afferents in inflammatory pain, the effects of subcutaneous (s.c.) injection of 0.15% capsaicin on different chemical irritants-induced pathological nociception including persistent spontaneous nociception, primary thermal and mechanical hyperalgesia, and inflammatory response were systematically investigated in unanesthetized conscious rats. Four different animal models of inflammatory pain: the bee venom (BV) test, the formalin test, the carrageenan model, and the complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) model, were employed and compared. Local pre-treatment with capsaicin produced a significant inhibition on the s.c. BV and formalin induced long-lasting persistent spontaneous nociception. However, this capsaicin-induced inhibitory effect on spontaneous nociception in the BV test was only found within the late phase (tonic nociception; 11-60 min), but not the early phase (acute nociception; 0-10 min). A complete preventing effect of capsaicin on the decreased thermal paw withdrawal latency was found in the BV, carrageenan, and CFA models. Nevertheless, pre-treatment with capsaicin only produced complete blocking effects on the decreased mechanical paw withdrawal threshold in the BV and carrageenan models, but not in the CFA model. For inflammatory response, a significant inhibition of the BV-elicited paw swelling was found following capsaicin treatment. In marked contrast, capsaicin did not produce any effects on the paw inflammation during exposure to carrageenan, CFA, and formalin. These data suggest that capsaicin-sensitive primary afferents may play differential roles in the induction and development of pathological nociception in differential inflammatory pain models. In contrast to other chemical irritants, BV-induced long-term spontaneous nociception, facilitated nociceptive behavior, and inflammation are modulated by peripheral capsaicin-sensitive afferents.